Structural modeling of folds is framed as an inverse problem Bayesian inference is used to find a range of possible fold geometries for a given dataset Data uncertainty is incorporated into the description of geological structures Variability between simulated models can be used to target further data collection Abstract Recent developments in structural modeling techniques have dramatically increased the capability to incorporate fold related data into the modeling workflow. However, these techniques are lacking a mathematical framework for properly addressing structural uncertainties. Previous studies investigating structural uncertainties have focused on the sensitivity of the interpolator to perturbing the input data. These approaches do not incorporate conceptual uncertainty about the geological structures and interpolation process to the overall uncertainty estimate. In this work, we frame structural modeling as an inverse problem and use a Bayesian framework to reconcile structural parameters and data uncertainties. Bayesian inference is applied for determining the posterior probability distribution of fold parameters given a set of structural observations and prior distributions based on general geological knowledge and regional observations. This approach allows for an inversion of structural geology data, where each realisation can differ in the structural description of the fold geometries, instead of finding only a single best fit solution. We show that analysing the variability between the resulting models highlights uncertainties associated with the geometry of regional structures. These areas can be used to target where additional data would be most beneficial for improving the model quality and efficiently reducing structural uncertainty.
Introduction
Three-dimensional geological models are a representation of the distribution of rock units and their structural relationships. They find practical applications throughout a wide range of geoscientific disciplines ranging from visualisation, interrogation, advanced analysis and process simulation. Three-dimensional models are usually more difficult to create than a geological map because they require the prediction of geological structures away from observations, usually at depth, which are difficult to constrain from surface observations and sparse drill hole datasets. There are a range of different approaches where modeling methods either: (1) almost exclusively use prior geological knowledge [Jessell and Valenta, 1996] , (2) a hybrid approach where geological knowledge is incorporated by adding some kinematic information and combined with direct observations [Moretti, 2008; Bigi et al., 2013; Laurent et al., 2013 Laurent et al., , 2016 , and (3) other systems only using observations in 3D space. A common method for building 3D models is to only consider observations to create an explicit representation of the surface by either interpolating between data points or triangulating a surface directly from the data [Mallet, 1992 [Mallet, , 2002 Caumon et al., 2009] . Another framework for representing these surfaces is to use an implicit representation of the surface [Lajaunie et al., 1997; Cowan et al., 2003; Aug et al., 2005; Frank et al., 2007; Caumon et al., 2013; Hillier et al., 2014] where the geological surface(s) are represented as iso-values of a volumetric scalar field. All of these approaches typically produce a single best fit model for the structural observations.
Depending on their geometry and dimension, folds have the potential to introduce dramatic complexity and uncertainty in the process of structural modeling. Even relatively gentle folded structures perturb the spatial correlation of structural observations. For this reason, folds remain a challenge for the interpolation schemes at the basis of implicit structural modeling. To constrain the geometry of folds, the geologist is generally required to draw fold profiles on cross sections or level maps, using bedding orientations [Maxelon et al., 2009; Jessell et al., 2010 Jessell et al., , 2014 . Additional foliations and lineations are generally overlooked and not directly used by the 3D interpolation algorithms used in 3D geological modeling. In particular, it is not trivial to input the structural information recorded from field studies such as fold axial traces and their structural elements (fold axes, fold vergence and fold overprinting) into the 3D interpolation algorithms [Jessell et al., 2014] . Laurent et al. [2016] incorporate these additional structural datasets by modeling all foliations starting from the most recent, modeling each preceding event accounting for the geometry of the younger foliation. With this approach, folds are embedded into a fold frame that represents the structural elements of the fold: axial surface, axis and vergence. The geometry of each folding event can be derived from the available structural data using geostatistical analysis within the fold frame [Grose et al., 2017] . The fold geometry is characterised within the fold frame using the best fit Fourier series to the field observations using the maximum likelihood method. The characterisation of the fold geometry can be framed as an inverse problem where the aim is to determine the Fourier series model parameters representing the observations. Using the maximum likelihood approach and finding a single solution to an inverse problem is usually not sufficient due to the complex multidimensional parameter space [Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995] . In general, an understanding of the associated uncertainty is usually required, for fold geometries the aim is to understand the distribution of possible fold shapes given the observed data and not to only find the single best-fit fold geometry.
Previous approaches for sampling structural uncertainties have focused on either perturbing the input data [e.g. Jessell et al., 2010; Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012] or perturbing reference model surfaces [e.g. Thore et al., 2002; Tacher et al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2008] . Neither of these approaches incorporate the uncertainty in both the description of the geological structures and interpolation process. In this contribution, we use the modeling framework of Laurent et al. [2016] and introduce a probabilistic representation of the fold geometry. The fold geometry is represented using a Fourier series where parameters constraining the wavelength and fold shape are represented by probability density functions (PDF). The parameters representing the fold shape are given a prior distribution containing the information that is known about the parameter, independent of the model that is being fitted. The prior distributions are constrained by a combination of additional data analysis, geological knowledge, and valid parameter ranges. The joint posterior distribution for the combined parameters is sampled using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler. Using this system data uncertainty is represented using an uninformed prior PDF (no information about the data uncertainty is included in the sampling). We demonstrate the inversion of structural geology data for characterising fold geometries using a Fourier series to represent the fold geometry [Grose et al., 2017] , first on a range of simple fold shapes in one dimension, and then on a more complicated synthetic 3D model representing doubly plunging parasitic folding.
Description and Modeling of Complex Fold
Geometries Laurent et al. [2016] introduce a global fold frame with three coordinates (x, y, and z) representing the structural elements of the fold. The z coordinate of the fold frame is constrained so that direction vector e z is perpendicular to the observations of the axial foliation associated with the folding event and observations of the axial surface of the fold [Laurent et al., 2016] . The y coordinate of the fold frame measures the distance along the axial surfaces and is constrained so that e y and e z are orthogonal and e y aligns at best with the observations of the fold axis.
Two rotation angles representing the geometry of the fold axis and the fold shape can be calculated from structural data. In Figure 1a the fold axis rotation angle (α P ) is shown as the angle between e y and the intersection lineation. The fold limb rotation angle (α L ) is the angle between the normal to the folded foliation and e z (Figure 1b,c) . Figure 1d shows that the difference in the calculated fold limb rotation angle is dependent on the orientation of the fold axis, or the fold axis rotation angle at that location. The S-Plot is a cross plot of a fold rotation angle and the scalar field representing the associated structural elements direction [Grose et al., 2017] . A sample semi-variogram comparing the fold rotation angles in the fold coordinate system can be used to identify the main wavelength of folding. The S-Variogram [Grose et al., 2017] also uses the fold frame coordinates to [Grose et al., 2017] .
analyse the fold rotation angles. The half wavelength of the fold can be automatically identified by finding the local maximum values of the S-Variogram [Grose et al., 2017] .
In Laurent et al. [2016] , the fold shape is constrained by fitting an analytical fold profile that produces a periodical fold geometry. This allowed for the fold to be described by parameters that are comparable to the geometrical description of the fold used by structural geologists, e.g. the fold wavelength, tightness, and asymmetry. Grose et al. [2017] use a data-driven approach to interpolate the best-fit description of the fold based on the structural observations by smoothing and interpolating the observations before fitting a Fourier series. The local orientation of the fold axis is found by rotating e y around e z by the fold axis rotation angle (an angle between −90
• and 90 • ). The orientation of the folded foliation is locally constrained by rotating the fold frame around the fold axis by the fold limb rotation angle.
A Probabilistic Framework for Modeling Fold Geometries
In both Laurent et al. [2016] and Grose et al. [2017] , only a single best fit fold geometry is produced for a single data set. In practice, a single realisation of the fold geometry does not capture the uncertainty of the observations. The parameters representing the fold geometry, either in the form of an analytical profile [Laurent et al., 2016] or the Fourier series parameters [Grose et al., 2017] , should be considered as random variables. In the following section, the Fourier series model parameters are represented using a probability density function (PDF), and modeling of the fold geometries is framed as a Bayesian inference problem.
Fourier series representation of fold geometry
The fold rotation angles (α P,L ) are first transformed to gradients ranging from (−∞, ∞), using the transformation, α P,L = tan α P,L [Grose et al., 2017] . The transformed fold rotation angles (fold gradients) can then be represented using a Fourier series, i.e. a linear combination of trigonometric basis functions.
Parasitic folds (Figure 2a ) are very characteristic features of geological multilayer buckle folds. They typically share the same (or similar) fold axis and axial plane orientation as the larger fold, and a characteristic asymmetry (or fold vergence) [Twiss, 1992] . Parasitic fold asymmetry referred to as S and Z shape on either limb of the larger fold, and symmetric W or M shape close to the hinges of the larger fold [Ramsay and Huber, 1987; Frehner and Schmalholz, 2006] . The observed curve in the S-Plot will be a superposition of both fold wavelengths ( Figure 2b ) and needs to be captured in the interpolated fold rotation angle fields.
In Grose et al. [2017] , fold wavelength is inferred by identifying the first local maximum for the S-Variogram. The first local maximum corresponds to the smallest wavelength captured by the structural observations. In most cases this will be the wavelength of parasitic folds (Figure 2 ). The scale of the identified wavelength depends on the minimal step size used for computing the S-Variogram. It is first computed with a step size 20% greater than the minimal distance between data points for identifying the smallest meaningful wavelength (λ 1 ). To identify larger wavelengths of the fold the most intuitive approach may be to use previously identified fold wavelength (λ 1 ) as the step size for a new S-Variogram and repeat the process. However, this will often identify wavelengths equal to multiples of the parasitic fold wavelength. Instead, we identify consecutive pairs of extrema (shown by the red dots in Figure 2c ) and calculate the average value for the variogram using pairs of extrema. The average variogram values can then be analysed for any extrema. If there are multiple wavelengths of folds evident in the dataset then the moving average curve will show either a periodical trend or a general increase as the step distance increases. For an identified wavelength to be valid we apply the following criteria: (1) the variogram for the maximum must be greater than its neighbouring extrema by at least 5%, and (2) if a parasitic fold exists γ(λ 2 ) for the larger fold must be 20% greater than γ(λ 1 ) of the parasitic fold. These criteria allow for the number of wavelength scales N to be identified by the S-Variogram.
The transformed fold rotation angles are represented using the Fourier series:
where N is the number of wavelengths identified using the S-Variogram, x i are the fold frame coordinate values, A n and B n are the Fourier series coefficients and λ n corresponds to the different scale wavelengths. For brevity the parameters of the Fourier series will be defined as θ ≡ {A 0 , A 1...n , B 1...n , λ 1...n } thus the deterministic model becomesα(x i | θ).
Bayesian Inference
The fold axis and fold limb rotation angles can be represented using Equation 1. The parameters can be estimated using Linear Least Squares approach if the wavelength(s) λ n are known [Grose et al., 2017] . However, this assumes that the inferred wavelengths are the best representation of the fold geometry. Grose et al. [2017] show that the estimated wavelength is sensitive to data spacing meaning that additional tuning may be required. A non-linear approach, such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm could be used if the wavelength values are unknown, though these methods typically assume that the model exactly represents the data and tries to optimise the parameters using this assumption.
Bayesian inference is a commonly used method for solving non-linear problems with extensive application in geosciences particularly in solving inverse problems in geophysics [e.g. Kolb and Lekić, 2014; Muir and Tkalčić, 2015; Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995] . The main advantage of using Bayesian methods over standard statistical methods is in the ability to incorporate additional knowledge in the form of prior distributions. Bayesian inference uses Bayes' theorem to find the range in possible parameter values by combining the prior information (in this case, the range in possible fold geometries and predicted wavelength(s) using the S-Variogram) and data (in this case structural observations).
Bayes' theorem states that the posterior distribution of the model parameters is:
Where P (θ) is the prior probability of the parameters for Equation 1 and P (α i ) is the probability of the data and P θ | α i is the posterior probability of the parameters given the data. This can be simplified by taking the probability of the data as a normalisation term because the probability of the data is the same for all parameter values:
We assume that the structural observations are sampled from an unknown Gaussian distribution, a common assumption in previous work [Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012; de la Varga and Wellmann, 2016] and other natural sciences where the underlying probability distributions are unknown. Hence, we use a Gaussian likelihood function:
Previous studies have used σ 2 = 5
• [Lindsay et al., 2012] or σ = 10
• [Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012] for the structural uncertainties. In practice, the uncertainty associated with structural observations is unknown and is difficult to estimate robustly. Geological uncertainty can have a wide range of sources that have been broadly separated into three categories [Cox, 1982; Mann, 1993; Bárdossy and Fodor, 2001] and applied to structural geology [Wellmann et al., 2010] :
• Type 1: data imprecision, error, and bias, e.g. the location of a contact or the orientation of the surface, • Type 2: uncertainty related to the unpredictability and randomness in the interpolation, and • Type 3: lack of knowledge about the structure being modeled, e.g. how representative are the observations of the geometry of the surface being modeled.
In practice, it is impossible to quantify the contributions of each source of uncertainty and as a result, it is impossible to objectively quantify the uncertainty associated with structural observations. When using structural observations to create a 3D model, or in this case characterise the fold geometry, we are actually interested in the combined misfit between the model and the structural observations, i.e. how closely do we expect the model to fit the data. Rather than adding further subjectivity into the modeling process, uncertainty of structural observations can be incorporated using a hierarchical Bayesian approach where the data uncertainty is represented by an additional probability density function, similar to Muir and Tkalčić [2015] . The misfit (σ) between the observed fold rotation angle and the model (Eq. 1) is represented using an uninformed hyperparameter, Jeffery's prior [Sivia, 1996] . This allows for the noise in the data to be properly accounted for without requiring subjective, and usually wrong, user input quantifying the uncertainty associated with the data. This technique has been applied extensively in the geophysical literature [e.g. Bodin et al., 2012a,b; Kolb and Lekić, 2014; Muir and Tkalčić, 2015] . This is an improvement on Grose et al. [2017] where the data are smoothed using a radial basis interpolation scheme and no specific assumptions are made about the noise in the data.
The wavelength(s) (λ 1... n ) can be represented by a truncated normal prior distribution with a fixed standard deviation of λ/3 where λ > 0. The choice of prior is not independent of the data which conflicts with the idea of a prior [Raftery, 1996] . However, we have defined these priors following the approach of Raftery [1996] and Gelman et al. [2008] , where the prior is chosen to capture "the broad possible range of the variable" in this case resulting from the large standard deviation. This approach results in priors that would be similar to priors generated by a person with relatively little existing knowledge [Raftery, 1996] . This is necessary to make the fold modeling process automatic without requiring any user-defined parameters. Alternatively the prior could be defined by geological knowledge, however, it is unlikely that the geologist would define this prior without considering the structural observations. The prior distribution for the Fourier coefficients are each represented by Gaussian distributions with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 5. These weakly informative prior distribution for the coefficients cover the range of common fold geometries. As Equation 1 represents the gradient of the fold shape, the coefficients do not depend on the scale of folding. This means that the same priors can be used for all scales of folding. 
Sampling from the Posterior Distribution
The probabilistic representation of the fold geometry is incorporated into the fold modeling workflow [Laurent et al., 2016; Grose et al., 2017] to represent both the fold axis (α P ) and the fold limb (α L ) rotation angles. Each rotation angle is represented throughout the model volume within the fold frame coordinates using two Fourier series (Equation 1). The joint posterior distribution is approximated using the information provided by two Gaussian likelihood functions and the prior probabilities. The first likelihood function P (L i , F i | θ P , σ P ), characterises the α P for the fold axis rotation angle calculated for observations of the intersection lineation or fold axis observations and the fold frame given the fold axis rotation angle parameters (θ P ). The second likelihood function P (S i , F i | θ P , θ L , σ L ) characterises the modeled fold limb rotation angle α L given the observed folded foliation S i . The calculated fold limb rotation angle depends on the current fold axis orientation (Figure 1 ) that can be calculated using the fold frame F i and the parameters representing the fold axis θ P . The misfit between the modeled fold rotation angles and observations are represented by Jeffery's prior [Sivia, 1996] : This process is applied within the fold frame coordinates for the current folding event and could be applied to multiple deformation events where the most recent foliation is modeled first.
The joint posterior distribution (P (θ P ,θ L ,σ P ,σ L ,F i |L i ,S i ) is sampled using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler implemented in PyMC2 [Patil et al., 2010] . This implementation uses the adaptive Metropolis-Hastings step method to tune the parameters to their optimal values. The sampler is run using a "burn in" period to condition the parameter values. Each sample location in the joint posterior distribution contains the parameters to characterise the fold rotation angles throughout the model volume. A realisation of the 3D geometry can be generated for each sample location using the fold constraints from Laurent et al. [2016] . In this study we investigate the effect of changing the description of fold geometries on the resulting 3D models and do not consider additional interpolation parameters such as mesh resolution or choice of interpolation algorithm on the interpolation results. Figure 3a is a symmetrical fold shape generated from a sine wave with a wavelength of 150m. The folded layer has been randomly sampled within a single fold wavelength capturing synformal and antiformal hinge zones. The sample locations are represented by the white dots in Figure  3a . The S-Plot for the fold shape in (a) is shown in Figure  3b and the calculated fold rotation angle for the structural observations in (a) are illustrated by the white dots. Figure  3c shows the S-Variogram where the step distance is chosen to be equal to the average nearest neighbour distance between the observations. Local maxima and minima (red dots) are identified in the resulting curve using the gradient descent method [Cauchy, 1847] . Each pair of extrema is analysed to determine whether it represents a fold wavelength (e.g. multiscale folding) or if it is just capturing noise in the dataset. In this example, no small wavelength folding exists and the identified extrema are interpolated into a smooth curve and this is analysed to find the main fold wavelength. In this case, a peak of 82m (Figure 3c ) relates to folding with a wavelength of about 164m.
Case Studies

Proof of Concept
The structural observations are inverted by sampling from the joint posterior distribution, P (θ, σ, x i |α i ) using the MCMC sampler. The sampler was run for 10, 000 iterations and a burn in period of 5, 000 iterations were discarded. The profile in Figure 3d shows the fold geometry interpolated using the observations and fold constraints from the S-Plot (Figure 3e ). In both Figures 3d,e the colour map represents the range of possible fold profiles from the joint posterior distribution. Figure 3f shows the posterior and prior distribution for λ 1 . The wavelength in this example is well constrained with a narrow estimated PDF capturing the reference fold wavelength of 150m.
A more complicated fold shape is shown in Figure 4a where an additional fold with a wavelength of 15m has been superimposed on the reference fold from Figure 3 . This model has also been sampled capturing one full wavelength of the larger scale fold. Figure 4b is the S-Plot for the reference fold shape showing the sample locations. The S-Plot plots the fold rotation angle that is representative of the slope of the fold shape and easily picks out the smaller scale parasitic folds. The large scale fold can be seen by the change in average fold rotation angle for each parasitic fold hinge. Figure 4c shows an S-Variogram for the observations in b. Each dot represents the variogram value for pairs separated by the step distance and the red dots also represent the points identified as extrema. A local maximum can be seen at approximately 23m and this has a significantly higher variogram value than the surrounding extrema and can be interpreted to represent a fold wavelength of approximately 46m. The extrema (red dots) are interpolated into a smooth curve and the local maxima of this curve is identified to be approximately 83.5m suggesting a wavelength of 167m for the larger wavelength fold. For both Figures 4d and e, the scaled colour map represents the joint posterior distribution sampled using MCMC. In Figure 4f , the prior and posterior distributions for λ 1 and λ 2 are shown. The red polygons show the prior PDFs and the blue polygons show the posterior PDFs. The posterior distribution for the parasitic fold (λ 1 ) has a mean of 15 and a standard deviation of < 1 suggesting that the data constrains the smaller scale wavelength very well. The posterior for the main fold (λ 2 ) is similarly well defined with a slightly larger standard deviation.
Parasitic Non-Cylindrical Folding
In the final example, we demonstrate the application of these techniques to a 3D example where structural observations are inverted for the fold geometry. The reference model was generated using Noddy [Jessell and Valenta, 1996] using the python interface, pynoddy . The models consists of a doubly plunging parasitic fold generated by superimposing a fold with a wavelength of 8, 000m and an amplitude of 1, 500m with another fold with a wavelength of 1, 000m and amplitude of 500m, the axial surfaces for the two folding events are parallel N 000/90. To create the doubly plunging effect an additional folding event with an axial surface dipping at 72
• to the north striking perpendicular to the existing folds was used with a wavelength of 14, 444m and amplitude of 1, 000m. The model was sampled from a synthetic topographical section. Observations constraining the orientation of the folded foliation, intersection lineation and contact location are shown in Figure 5 . The structural observations for bedding and the fold axis have been perturbed to simulate uncertainty in the obser- vations by sampling from Gaussian distributions describing the azimuth and plunge of the normal vectors with a standard deviation of 10
• . The fold frame for F 1 is constructed by first modeling the axial foliation of the fold using the observations for S 1 to constrain the gradient of z coordinate, e z (see Figure 1) . The fold axis direction field y is interpolated so that e z · e y = 0, this enforces the geological constraint that the fold axis must be a line within the axial foliation surface. We choose an arbitrary direction of e y = e z × ( 0 0 1 ) to make the resulting field unique. The fold axis direction field could also be interpolated using the average fold axis orientation. The differences between these fold profiles would be captured by the first term in the Fourier series (A 0 ) which controls the shift in the Y axis.
The fold axis rotation angle (α P ) is calculated by finding the angle between the local observation of the fold axis (either intersection lineation or direct observation of the fold axis) and the local orientation of the fold axis direction. This is plotted against the value of the y coordinate shown in Figure 6a . The S-Variogram (Figure 6c ) appears to have a range of approximately 6, 000m. There is insufficient data to determine whether the range corresponds to the true half wavelength of the fold or only the sampling extent. It does provide enough information for the weakly informative prior distribution for the wavelength parameter of N (12000, 4000). The fold limb rotation angle (α L ) is calculated using the local intersection lineation between the observations and the fold frame z coordinate ( Figure  6b ). This calculation of α L is used to define the prior distributions for the fold parameters. Two wavelengths are identified using the S-Variogram (Figure 6d ). The smaller wavelength results in regular periodicity in the S-Variogram and the first maxima is found at 500m which correlates with a wavelength of 1, 000m. The next wavelength is identified by the global maxima for the S-Variogram, in this case 5, 500m and correlates with a fold wavelength of 11, 000m (Figure 6d ). Both the parasitic fold (λ 1 ) and main folding (λ 2 ) are represented by normal priors where the mean is the wavelength identified by the S-Variogram and the standard deviation is one third of the mean. All Fourier coefficients (for α L and α P ) are represented by Gaussian prior distributions N (0, 5).
The geological map ( Figure 5 ) is inverted to find the joint
for the fold geometry. Each sample of the posterior distribution define interpolation constraints for the implicit folding algorithm [Laurent et al., 2016; Grose et al., 2017] . Two hundred model realisations (Figure 6e and f) are generated by sampling parameter values from the joint posterior distribution to inform the fold interpolation constraints. Figure 7 shows a random subsample of these models and the corresponding α P and α L curves. All models honour the structural style of the reference model showing two large scale fold hinges with parasitic folds occurring on the limbs. It is difficult to quantify the variability between models by visual inspection. Previous studies quantifying geological uncertainty in model simulations have used variability between the observed stratigraphy at unique locations throughout the model suite [Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann et al., 2010; Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012] . Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb [2012] use information entropy as a measure for variability in geological model iterations.
In their work, the information entropy was calculated on the stratigraphic unit occurrences. In this study, we will adapt the concept of information entropy to the interpolated scalar field value because we are only interested in the geometrical variability between model suites not limited to the resolution of the chosen stratigraphy. Information entropy using the method from Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb [2012] , however instead of using the probability of the stratigraphic units we assess the probability of 10 equally sized intervals dividing the scalar field range. This is equivalent to dividing the stratigraphic column into equal thickness units. The number of intervals can be varied to increase or decrease the resolution of the uncertainty.
Another method to identify regions of structural variability, e.g. location of fold hinges and the geometry of the fold axis, is to compare the orientation of the interpolated surfaces between model suites. The orientation variability can be defined as:
where V is the local variability value (in degrees), N is the total number of model iterations, n i is the normal vector representing the local orientation of the surface for model i and n av is the mean orientation of all interpolated surfaces for this location in the model. The calculated value of V represents the standard deviation of the distribution of orientations for the particular tetrahedron from the interpolation mesh and as a result is a good proxy for geological uncertainty. A higher value for V indicates more variability in the orientation of the surface and can be used as a proxy for structural uncertainty at that location in the model suite. Figures 8a and b shows the information entropy for the model volume and the reference model surfaces. In Figures 8c and d, the angle variability is used as a proxy for geological uncertainty. Both information entropy and angle variability show an increase in geological uncertainty in the western region of the model. The angle variability (Figure 8c) shows a periodical trend of high and low variability across the model suite from east to west. The areas of high variability are associated with fold hinges in the reference model with increasing variability where the wavelength of the main fold is not constrained. The regions of lowest variability are associated with locations where there is a higher density of structural data. The locations where the scalar field values are constrained by control points are evident in the circular features in Figure 8a .
The regions of higher variability highlighted in Figure 8 can also be observed in Figure 6f where there is more variability in the interpolated profiles between −4000 and 0 in the z coordinate, which correlates with the western portion of the model. The geometry of the parasitic folds are well constrained in Figure 6f where the posterior distribution has a relatively small standard deviation of 5m. The main fold wavelength is not as well defined and has a standard deviation of 300m. This variation in the posterior for the larger wavelength is a major contribution to the variability increasing away from the main data locations in the north east of the model.
In Figure 6e there is high variability between the fold axis rotation angle profiles. The range in profiles can be up to 20
• . However, in the variability models (Figure 8 ) this is is Figure 8c where the angle variability slightly increases in the north and south areas of the model. There are three reasons why the fold axis rotation angle does not contribute to model variability as signifciantly as the fold limb rotation angle: (1) In this model, the fold axis is only gently doubly plunging, with a maximum of 50
• of variation between observations compared to up to 100
• for the fold limb rotation angle; (2) in the western region of the model the contribution of the larger wavelength shifts the location of parasitic fold hinges and may cause variations in the orientation of the folded surface of up to 100
• and; (3) the variation in fold axis is partially accounted for when the fold limb rotation angles are recalculated for each iteration of the fold axis due to the joint inversion of both angles.
In Figure 8 the variability increases away from geological observations. The posterior distribution for the larger wavelengh fold has a significantly higher standard deviation compared with the smaller parasitic fold posterior distribution. In order to reduce model variability, more data is needed to constrain the wavelength of the main fold. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the variability models for the original dataset (a and c) and a new model suite where additional orientation data has been sampled (b and d). The orientation data constrains the geometry of an additional parasitic fold hinge at the location of highest variability (indicated in Figures 9a,c) . These additional orientation observations reduce the higher variability trend in the western portion of the models. Most of the variability in the updated model suite is associated with the location of the fold hinges and the geometry of the fold axis. The uncertainty associated with the main fold geometry has been significantly reduced. The standard deviation for the wavelength posterior has been reduced by 68%. There are locations that exhibit localised high angle variability and low information entropy. These areeas are associated with the locations for value control points that are collocated with the fold axis observations. This is because all model realisations are enforced to have very similar scalar field values at these locations. Varying fold models are thus accounted for by significant orientation variations at these locations. These are modeling artifacts resulting from the interpolation method. These artifacts could be reduced if value constraints, that in a geological sense only identify the stratigraphic unit and not the distance from contact locations, are implemented as inequality constraints [Frank et al., 2007; Hillier et al., 2014] or by using the iterative methods proposed by Collon et al. [2016] . Inequality constraints define boundary values (e.g. the range for a particular stratigraphic unit) to the model instead of forcing a scalar field value at that location. This would result in less significant variability in the interpolated geometries. . The fold profiles sampled from the joint posterior distribution are shown in (e) (αP ) and (f) (αL). Where P(M) is the probability of αL or αP for the fold frame coordinates.
Discussion
Geological modeling has previously been considered as an inverse problem [e.g. Wood and Curtis, 2004; Aydin and Caers, 2017; de la Varga and Wellmann, 2016; Wellmann et al., 2017] . In these approaches the structural data represents the prior geological knowledge, or model parameters (P (θ)) and the data (P (D)) is usually not the structural datasets used to create geological models. For example, Aydin and Caers [2017] introduce a likelihood function that represents the mismatch between fault observations (seismic interpretations) where the priors are the strike and dip from analog areas. Wellmann et al. [2017] and de la Varga and Wellmann [2016] use geology-based likelihood functions that characterise geological and geophysical observations such as: fault geometry, probability of folding, probability of a discontinuity, the probability of an unconformity or, potential field responses where the model parameters (prior knowledge) includes the structural observations. These approaches are suitable for faults where the orientation of the fault plane is a key description of the fault geometry. However, for folded surfaces the local orientation of the surface does not describe the fold geometry [Grose et al., 2017] . In this contribution we have framed geological modeling of folds as an inverse problem and demonstrated that using the appropriate geometrical description of geological structures it is possible to invert geological data for 3D geometry. Grose et al. [2017] use the wavelength parameter estimated from the S-Variogram as a fixed constraint for the fold wavelength and solve the Fourier coefficients using least squares regression. The quality of the resulting fold profiles is dependent on the wavelength estimated from the SVariogram. In some cases, it may not be possible to exactly pick the fold wavelength from the S-Variogram, resulting in a poor fit and/or unlikely model geometries. For example, in the parasitic non-cylindrical fold model ( Figure 6 ) the mean of the prior distribution is the estimated wavelength using the S-Variogram. Where the wavelength is well characterised by the structural observations, the estimated mean and the mean of the posterior distribution are very close. Where the folds are not as well characterised by the data, e.g. the larger wavelength fold, the estimated mean is outside of one standard deviation from the posterior mean. This suggests that the wavelength estimated from the SVariogram is not the best representation for that fold. The posterior in this example has a large standard deviation suggesting that the data does not contain enough information to define a single wavelength value. If only a single model is produced and no uncertainty is associated with the different geometrical attributes, it would be difficult to predict the location and type of data that should be collected to reduce model uncertainty. When the posterior distribution for the fold geometries is sampled it is much easier to isolate the particular aspects of the fold geometry that are uncertain (e.g. in the synthetic case study more data constraining the large wavelength fold reduced model uncertainty).
The choice of prior distributions controls the search area (in parameter space) where parameter estimates can be drawn from. If the prior distributions are too restrictive then the resulting parameter estimates may not be able to represent the data. If the priors are too broad then the sampler may require a large number of iterations or may not converge. The choice of prior distributions is an important aspect in Bayesian statistics. In this study we have chosen to use weakly informative prior distributions that are based on, where possible, empirical estimates for the parameter values from the geological data. While the chosen prior distributions are quite broad they allow for the model to be supported by data. However, in some cases there may not be enough data for the joint posterior distribution to converge. There may be additional information that cannot be directly incorporated into the model using standard observations, such as fold wavelengths from outside of the map area, from geophysical data sets, or geological knowledge. In these cases, the relevant prior distributions could be made to be more informative. An alternative approach would be to incorporate these additional observations using an additional likelihood function. For example, de la Varga and Wellmann [2016] use multiple likelihood functions to incorporate additional geological knowledge such as fault offset and layer thickness that cannot normally be incorporated into the geological modeling system.
Most case studies where 3D models have been used to investigate geological phenomena have not incorporated parasitic folding into either the construction or the geometry of the geological model [e.g. Maxelon et al., 2009; Vollgger et al., 2015; Basson et al., 2016] . This is mainly because using a standard modeling workflow the geometry of these folds would need to be defined manually by the user gleaned from either interpretive cross sections or synthetic data to constrain the resulting geometries. This process would be time consuming, subjective and probably not aid in interpreting the geology. Generally parasitic folds do not significantly affect the resulting large scale 3D geometries and are ignored during modeling. This approach is not consistent with field studies where parasitic folds are often used by the structural geologists to understand larger scale fold geometries and overprinting relationships [e.g. Forbes and Betts, 2004; Armit et al., 2012; Basson et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2016] . Another consideration is that parasitic folds will affect the spatial correlation between structural observations (e.g. if structural data is collected from opposing limbs of a parasitic fold, out of context, this information may misinform the large scale model). By inverting structural data it is possible to identify both the larger scale geometry and the parasitic fold geometry as demonstrated in Figure 4 . This means that models can be created that extrapolate the geometry of parasitic folds even where structural observations have not been recorded. An alternative approach would be to remove the parasitic folds from the model by identifying which structural observations are associated with the short limb and hinges of parasitic folds. Both of these approaches incorporate the information provided by the parasitic folds into the resulting model description. A focus for geological modeling research has been accounting for uncertainties in geological models [e.g. Suzuki et al., 2008; Cherpeau et al., 2010; Jessell et al., 2010; Wellmann et al., 2010; Cherpeau et al., 2012; Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012; Lindsay et al., 2013; de la Varga and Wellmann, 2016; Thiele et al., 2016] . In these studies multiple realisations of the geological model are generated by perturbing the original structural data set or existing model geometry. These studies have had two main caveats: (1) the difficulty for structural interpolation methods to generate realistic geological models from an input dataset particularly in polydeformed terranes [Jessell et al., 2014] , and (2) the uncertainty has only been considered associated with the structural observations rather than being associated with the interpolation method [Aug et al., 2005] . To overcome the first caveat the geologist has been forced to constrain areas of the models using interpretive constraints [Caumon et al., 2009 ] that can be subjective and can introduce additional human bias [Bond et al., 2007] . In previous methods most of the simulated structural uncertainty has been associated with fault geometries [e.g. Wellmann et al., 2010; Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012; de la Varga and Wellmann, 2016] . Folds have typically been difficult to model using implicit approaches because the interpolation algorithms generally fit the smoothest surface to the resulting model and folds generally create regular patterns of localised curvature variation. For this reason when the structural observations are perturbed [Wellmann et al., 2010; Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012; de la Varga and Wellmann, 2016] the interpolation algorithm will in most cases smooth the introduced perturbations and the resulting model variability will not reflect the uncertainty in the geological structures. We have presented a method for simulating structural uncertainty where no assumptions about the representivity of the data is needed. The misfit between the model and the observations is incorporated into the probabilistic framework using the uninformative prior distribution. This results in the variability between inversion realisations being closely related to the geometry of the structures (e.g. Figure 8 ). In contrast, if uncertainty is simulated by perturbing the structural data and the same interpolation is used, the resulting models will have increased uncertainty only in the locations where the model is constrained.
Conclusion
In this contribution a new method for inverting geological data for fold geometries is presented. Folds are represented using the Fourier series description of fold geometry introduced in Grose et al. [2017] and the fold modeling framework of Laurent et al. [2016] . The probabilistic representation of the fold geometry offers improvements in finding the best fit fold geometry for a structural dataset, a new approach to simulating structural uncertainty without perturbing structural observations and can help target locations for additional data collection. Variability in the interpolated models is compared using information entropy on the resulting scalar field as well as a new metric to classify the geometrical variability between models. The combination of a local quantification of model uncertainty and the posterior distributions for the fold geometry parameters can be used to reduce overall model variability. In a synthetic case study the model variability is reduced by up to 60% after adding data characterising a single parasitic fold hinge. These methods could be incorporated into geological exploration where the highest variability locations can be used as a target locations for further data collection (e.g. field mapping and/or drilling).
